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Helicopter weight and balance app for android

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Designed for pilots for pilots. Our main objective is to provide you with a quick and professional way to calculate the weight and balance of your aircraft. Highlights: - Enjoy a growing +400 templates library- Data auto-sync between devices- Live chat support in-app- iPad landscape
&amp; portrait support- Metric/US/Mixed units support- Variable fuel arm support- Variable maximum weights support- Save pre-defined weight items- Auto fuel tops on click- Combined stations maximum weight- Summary to meet part 135 requirements- Export and print summary as PDF- your own Build aircraft templates- Professional
load sheet summary- Complex envelope support- Custom station weight units- Unlimited amount of stationsUnits:US - lbs, Gal, in qt, ftMetric - Kg, l, m, cm, mmMoment - /100, /1000Fuel:- Avgas, Mogas, Jet A, Jet A-1Limitations: - CG measured in length and not %MAC- Helicopters lateral calculations- Up to one variable fuel loading
table- No glidersSubscriptions:- This is a 1-month free trial version , which at the end of the trial period you will be offered subscription plans for your convenience.- Payment will be charged to your iTunes account on purchase confirmation.- The subscription is automatically renewed unless it is devified at least 24 hours before the end of
the current period.- The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours before the end of the current period. and identify the cost of renewal.- Subscriptions may be managed by the user and auto-renew can be disabled by going to user account settings after purchase.- Any unfulfied portion of a free trial period will be lost when the
user purchases a subscription to that post, if applicable. We do our best to improve our application from update to update, if you have any suggestions please let us know and we will consider adding them in future updates. We believe in fast and professional customer service, contact us through in-app chat and we will respond on a
business day. Usage period: : May 24, 2020 Version 2.2.1 Update: Just added a new aircraft. Wow! Super easy to get the envelope, even with a maximum weight takeoff section. Putting in the seasons was also pretty easy. Start finishing was about 10 minutes adding a 182T. Definitely glad I stayed with him. WTG guys! If EFB does not
have a W&amp;amp;amp; B, get this one. It's totally worth it. I loved version 1 of the app. It was super easy to use and could create almost anyone about W&amp;amp; B of any plane. After they removed it I tried a few others but nothing comes close to their usability and When I saw that they were releasing a new version I was very
excited. I downloaded it just after it came out and I've been trying to use it ever since. It seems to stumble upon a different error with each new version. This is ideal for W&amp;amp; B simple or if there is an existing template that matches what I need. Creating custom envelopes has been a challenge. I'm hanging in there though, as
there's a lot of potential for it to be better than the original. Thanks Captain :) Once you take your POH data and enter it into this system (which may take a while to get it right the first time) it makes the calculation of W&amp;amp; B be a breeze. They have to create a website where users can post screenshots of their inputs for various
manufactured and aircraft models, so that we can cross over to each other to see if we're doing well. I fly my family of 6 on my C210 so W&amp;amp;C B is important. This app makes it quick and easy to perform on my iPad. It allows you to set up multiple fuel tank inputs and name the fuel tanks yourself (a recent upgrade), so name a fuel
tank with mine on the fuel quantity tabs as part of the name as a reminder; in the other name of the tank I include the full amount of fuel as a reminder. So if fuel is zero in on how to start, I don't have to stop and think about how much fuel I have to connect; I just plugged in the amount of fuel suggested in one tank and zero out of the other.
I recently purchased this app to get familiar with my new plane and its cargo complexities. I have been very happy with the flexibility of the app, and its ability to accommodate and display multiple scenarios in a clear, concise way. In addition, the configuration was usually straight forward. I downloaded an existing similar template and
modified it for my specific aircraft. I had a problem together, posted a request to app support and listened right away with an offer to join me on the phone and work through the problem. We arranged a convenient time and spent only a few minutes walking and solving the problem. As good as the app is. . . the media is even better. A rare
find today! Developer of the privacy policy supporting iBal applications™ Rotary is an application dedicated to the weight and balance of the helicopter for iPhone, iPad and Mac OSX Catalina. Designed from the base for professional and private helicopter pilots, it provides quick and easy entry of loads and controls against the specific
weight of the type, the lateral and longitudinal CG limits, the limits of the charging station, etc.. Works. It is fast, accurate and convenient. I dare fly a bird that is not on it. More Customer Reviews Many types of helicopters are supported. Check the list. For iPhone, iPad iOS: For Mac OSX Catalina: See also iBal Fix for fixed-wing aircraft.
Features: Add any number of your own aircraft, preconfigured loads and photos of your own aircraft. Send completed CG solutions (including manifest graphics) and CG to any email address (iPhone OS 3.0 and required Internet connection) configurable Bew, empty longitudinal and side arms and photo for your own plane (from camera
or photo log where it is supported). Easy entry and adjustment of passengers, fuel, cargo and suspended suspended It shows CG for loaded and vacuum fuel, critical loads of fuel with and without suspended loads. Detects and displays weight, longitudinal and lateral CG problems. Displays the available load until the limits are exceeded.
Displays weights, arms and CG solutions in graphic and tabular formats, with problem alerts. Support for optional W&amp;amp; Report Signature Support B before printing or sending an email. Support for optional passenger names and flight details that appear in the CG solution spreadsheet and are transmitted when the shipment is
touched. This supports proposed new FAA rules requiring Far Part 135 (Air Taxi) Operators to manifest each flight stage and require it to be transmitted back to the base. Details are also sent in machine-readable XML format. Support for predefined loads: a user-definable list of commonly transported loads and their weights. Useful for
EMS personnel lists, oil rig personnel lists, common cargo items, etc. The list of predefined uploads can be accessed from the upload edit page to automatically enter weight and description. The list can be customized to include any number of your own personnel names or load descriptions plus the weight of each. Predefined uploads can
be added or removed from your list at any time and will not be lost when you update iBal. Loads can be introduced in your choice of suitable unit: kg, pounds, USGals, liters, stones (also % fuel at applicable rates). Import and export aircraft definitions by email or web. Supports iPhone gestures: Drag passengers and cargo between Flick's
charging stations and Zoom passengers and scroll through plans, graphics, and cargo sheets Compatible with iOS 5.0 and later. Supports standard and retina screens. Supports dark mode supports CG calculation printing through Apple AirPrint. Requires a network connection and an available AirPrint printer. See for more information
about AirPrint. Custom aircraft-specific charging stations, allowing you to add new or non-standard cargo positions to your own aircraft. Displays payload data, limits, and tips. Warning sounds (which can be disabled in Settings) and vibration for bad solutions for easy in-flight use. configurable fuel SGs. Blocking passwords from individual
aircraft configurations, allowing secure exchange of configurations between line pilots. It works with Aeronet world-class maintenance, flight and tracking system. This allows operators to automatically update their Aeronet records with email flight data for iBal. the time and cost of complying with records. Reference iBal Quick Reference
Sheet iBal FAQs Online information, help and discussions Questions, comments, bug reports in ibal@AirSpayce.com Comments and comments Elogi not requested by iBal Rotary: Please see this important notice about changes to the commercial details of this application. Application.
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